NEWSLETTER – FALL 2018
Welcome to the combined Newsletter for Wolfian Press [Publications], Purple Unicorn Media, and
AHF (Alternate History Fiction – website and magazine).

NEW – AHF MAGAZINE Issue 5

Issue 5 of AHF Magazine is the Autumn/Fall release for 2018 and
is a bumper issue, full of stories, writing features, and poetry.
Loved it, especially the genre gradations from hard AH to time
travel/personal dislocation to solid history (best short summary
of Shiloh that I've ever read) to fiction to poetry. My absolute
favorite vignette has to be "From San Francisco to New York in
Two Week"
- Review by FP

Print Versions:https://www.amazon.com/dp/1724026593
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/1724026593
Kindle Versions - https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07HNRYXX3
Epub Versions - https://www.books2read.com/u/bQ97d7

FORTHCOMING TITLES FOR THE CHRISTMAS 2018 MARKET
BROTH AGAIN FOR DINNER
By Florence Coombe
With Jill Coombe
The captivating story of a young girl growing up in the
Welsh village of Whitland in the 1920s and 1930s.

This is the story of a young girl, Florence, from Whitland, Carmarthenshire who battled poverty and
hardship in the aftermath of the First World War.
Florence’s stamina and humour saw her through and her words, which vividly describe life in Wales
in the 1920’s and 1930’s, have now tumbled into life, leaving the reader moved and at times
warmed by the picture which she has so effortlessly painted.
A significant contribution to the social historical narrative of South Wales, Broth Again for Dinner
brings the reader face to face with the raw ingredients of humanity and with that most noble quality
of all – courage.
RELEASED DECEMBER 2018

PATHS NOT TAKEN
By Euel Elliott et al
PRINT EDITION – RELEASED DECEMBER 2018

Just as with our personal lives, history is replete with the
question "What if?" Exploring the broad sweep of American
history and politics, Paths Not Taken, written for a broad,
general audience, explores this very question, and does so in
a way that will keep the reader entertained, and at the end of
the day, come away with a greater appreciation for how we got
to where we are today as a nation.

Exploring alternative paths that the U.S.A. could have taken in the past 300 years at each important
crossroad in her existence!

AHF MAGAZINE issue 6
In pre-production AHF Magazine issue 6 is still taking
submissions in the genres of Alternate History,
Historical Fiction, Steampunk, and some areas of
Science Fiction and Urban Fantasy. Poetry in any
genre also welcome, and art on similar themes.

Already confirmed for issue 6 are stories by John D Hanna, Jeff Rouss, and Jefrrey G Roberts, poetry
by Fabrice Poussin, Chani Zwibel, and Philip Piarrot, a writing feature on Alternate History by L G
Parker, and an interview with novelist Ruth Danes.
Much more to come!
Please send submissions to editor@wolfianpress.com
Terms and Conditions at www.alternate-history-fiction.com/magazine/ahf-magazine-terms.html

RELEASED DECEMBER 2018

FORTHCOMING EARLY 2019
INFINITY WANDERERS
An Alternate History anthology
Edited by Grey Wolf
Cover by Violett Dragonlady

Currently in production, Infinity Wanderers will feature a range of
short stories across the breadth of Alternate History

Places are still available for consideration in the anthology
Email editor@wolfianpress.com asap

THE WOLFIAN PRESS REVIEW 2019
Invite-only, this third annual review publication will be released at the end of January 2019. Authors,
poets, artists, and writers of non-fiction will be contacted by the Editor with invitations to submit.

RESTRUCTURING
From December 2018 an ongoing process of restructuring the publishing business will be
taking place. No further releases will be made under the Wolfian Press label, except for the
magazines, and all future publications will be under one of the three labels below, all of which
are registered publishers or registered imprints, and which send books to the six National
Libraries of the British Isles.

PURPLE UNICORN MEDIA
All future release of Poetry, Travel, and Art will be under this label.
Some of the existing Wolfian Press releases in these fields will be reissued
as PUM books.

WOLFIAN PRESS PUBLICATIONS
Wolfian Press Publications will be the label for all future releases of History,
Biography, Alternate History, Science Fiction, and Memoirs

The existing Wolfian Press back-catalogue in these genres will either be reissued as WPP books, or
demised in the coming months.

SCIMITAR EDGE
Scimitar Edge is the new imprint for Politics, Political Philosophy, Social Activism,
and similar projects.

www.wolfianpress.com [going forward = magazines only]
www.purpleunicornmedia.com
www.wolfianpresspublications.com [in process]
www.alternate-history-fiction.com
www.ahfmagazine.com

